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Results vary from skin type to skin type but the following schedules give you an idea: 

Lips  

Day one - swelling, tender, heavy lipstick look, red brick colour  

Day two - less swelling, red colour, tender, metallic taste  

Day three - less swelling, red colour, sore, hot, orange in colour  

Day four - exfoliation begins, tender lips, lips look and feel chapped  

Day five - chapping stage, very dry lips  

Day six - soft rich colour starts to appear  

Days 7-14 - colour will disappear, don't worry! This is the second 
chapping stage called frosting where the lips turn opaque and grey 
underneath as the healing takes place it conceals the colour  

Day 14 - the colour blooms from within more and more each day until day 
21  

Note -  the temperature of your lips effect the colour, when lips are cool, 
and blue you will see the colour more, when they are hot and lips are red 
you will see the colour less  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Results vary from skin type to skin type but the following schedules give you an idea: 

Eyebrows 

Day one - brows can be 70% darker and 25% bolder in width than they are 
once healed. 

Day two to three - exfoliation process will begin, excess pigment 
surrounding the eyebrow will flake away and a more narrow and neutral 
appearance will appear  

Day four - itchy and skin begins to flake, do not pick the scabs  

Day five - could look patchy where only some scabs have fallen off, this is 
completely normal  

Day six - colour finishes flaking off, brows will appear softer and greyer for 
a few days  

Day twenty one - colour is fully healed and clarified, now, just three 
weeks to go until your six week top up to adjust any shape, intensify 
colour and make warmer or cooler as needed  
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Results vary from skin type to skin type but the following schedules give you an idea: 

Eyeliner/eyelash Enhancement  

Day one - swollen, looks like you have been crying, heavy make up look  

Day two - swollen in the morning, still heavy make up look  

Day three - swelling goes down and pigment lifts away from the skin (do 
not pick) 

Day four - swelling goes down more, it's normal for it to feel itchy, do not 
pick 

Day five - scabs come off and will reveal a disappointing thin greyish line, 
this will slowly intensify in clarity  

Day twenty one - this is full colour, top up can be undertaken
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